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February 20, 1964
RE :

LEE IIARVLY OSWALD

As has been previously reported, a confidential
source abroad on November 28, 1963, made available a copy of
the bus manifest of a company called Transportes Frontera .
This manifest covered the trip of the bus of this company
which departed Mexico City on October 2,
1963, for Nuevo
Laredo . The bus had a scheduled departure time of 1 :00 p .m .
from Mexico City on October 2, 1963, and a scheduled arrival
time at Nuevo Laredo of 6 :00 a .m . on October 3, 1963 . The
passenger listed as occupying seat 4 on this manifest was
OSWID
no first name given . The destination of this
indivitjual was given as "Lared ."
No ticket number was listed by the name "OSWLD"
althoush ticket numbers appeared beside the names of the
remaining passengers .
It is to be noted that this passenger
manifest was rather poorly prepared in longhand with the names
of some of the passengers being incomplete and in some cases
almost illegible . Toward the bottom of the manifest is a
notation, "9 Laredo, 7 Montcrrey" ; however, including the name
OSWLD," 10 passengers appear on the list with a destination of
Laredo .
FRANCISCO ALVARADO, ticket salesman and dispatcher at
the Transportes Frontera terminal in Mexico City, was interviewed
several times by two reliable sources, the last of these
interviews being on December 17 1963 . ALVARADO had no personal
recollection of 0SWALD and coulb offer no explanation as to why
no ticket number appeared beside the name OSWLD" or as to the
reason for the discrepancy in the number of passengers listed
for Laredo .
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ALVAR,%DO advised that no information concerning
the identities of the passengers other than that appearing on
the bus manifest is maintained by the bus company .
As has been previously renorted, FRANCISCO SAUCEDO
VGLEZ and DIONISIO RLYNA PAZ, chauffeurs on the trip on which
the name "OSITLD" appeared as M passenger, were exhaustively
interviewed on two different occasions . They had no personal
recollection of OSWALD nor could they offer any explanation
concerning the discrepancy in the number of passengers and
the fact that no ticket number appeared beside the "OSi,7.0"
entry .
In the course of the second interview SAUCCDO
explained that tickets bearing a prefix of 39 covered travel
from Mexico City to Monterrey and those with a prefix of 10
covered the travel from Mexico City to Nuevo Laredo .
SAUCGDO
also pointed out that tickets collected from the passengers
on a given trip are forwarded to the offices of the bus company
in Monterrey .
On 12/9/63 TELG$FDIn QUIROGA, ticket agent at the
Transportos Frontera Office, Callo Limapan 104, Montcrrey,
was interviewed . All tickets listed by number on the passenger
manifest for the October 2-3 1, 1963, trip from Mexico City to
Nuevo Laredo were located . VUIR0GA could offer no explanation
as to why no ticket number was listed for "OSIILD," and it was impossible for him to locate a ticket which might have been used
by OSTIALD .
It has been previously reported that OSWALD stayed at
the Dotel Del Comercio, Calle Sahagun 19, Mexico City . On
January 20, 1964, GUILLERAIO GARCIA LUNA, manager of this hotel,
advised as follows :
The hotel does not use a system of registration cards
for guests arriving at the hotel, but rather uses a registry
book . On the first day a guest arrives he, himself, makes
the initial entry in the book, this including the name of
the guest, the place from which he is arriving, his
occupation, and his nationality . Thereafter on each day the
guest continues at the hotel the same information is entered
in the book on the page designated for that day, but the entry
is made by a hotel employee . No exact home address is
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'.'
Is required co pay in advance.
obtained from the guest since .^.e
:a has been previously reported, OS .IALD ragistevad at the
hotel on September 27, 1963, with the polnt from which he was
arriving being shown as "USA (Texas)," his occupation was
shown as "Photo," and under tha column for nationality was
listed "U . S . citizen ." The handwriting on this entry in the
ro " istry boolc has been identified with the :mown handwriting
of OSIALD by the FBI Laboratory .

Mexico City .
He advised that he frequently stops at the
Hotel Del Comorcio and confirmed that he had resided at the
hotel during the period September 26-23, 1953, in room 19,
He said that unfortunately he had not noticed OSWALD's
presence in the hotel during that time and could furnish
no information concerning 0.`."16LD's activities while in Mexico
City .

OSJALD was listed as staying in room 16 of the hotel
during his entire stay there from September 27 through the
Mr . GARCIA LUNA pointed out that
night of October 1, 1963 .
room 18 through 23 occupy one -:lcor of the hotel .
He
er.mciued the registry book. for the period OS,14LD was at the
hottQ and was able to furnish information on three of the
<" sts who occupied rooms on tha same floor as OS .1ALD during
He
aupart or all of the time that OS .!ALD was at the hotel .
-id he recalled these guests bacause they frequently stop
the
hotel
when
in
Mexico
City
.
The
guests
he
recalled
at
wo ,, the following:

Veracruz

Mr . l-11EZ PLISGO, iv ho rcgintcred from San Luis
Potosi, is a railroad e:,pio ;eo aho visits the Hotel Del
Coc,arcio frequently .
Ha occupied room.. 19 on September 26,
A Captain ES .:l7IV'EL of Veracruz occupied
2': , and 23, 1963 .
rno:a 19 on September ~G, 1363 .
Mr . GARCIA LIMA described
him as a Clexican Army Captain whom he believes to be well-known
in Veracrll2 .
W,RIO RESENDIZ, a marchant who registered from
Saitillo . Coahnila, occupied room 21 from September 26, 1963,
This individual reportedly has a
to October 3, 1953 .
merchandising business involving the sale of flowers and
GARCIA LUNA
iscalia:~eous items in Nonelova, Ccahuila-,
cl~i,ced that he is well-nown in Monclova .

The following investigation was conducted in
on January 23-24, 1966 :

ERNEST HOLM, Vice Consul, American Consulate,
None of these
contacted logical sources of his office .
sources was able to identify Captain ZSQUIVEL .
Lt, Commander CItARLES EDSON, assigned to the
Mexican Naval Academy as in instructor by the U. S. Navy,
was unable to locate any information identifiable with
Captain ESQUIVEL .
Inspector ALBERTO M02LLES, Veracruz Police Department,
contacted sources at the military establishments in the
Veracruz area and was unable to obtain any information
concerning Captain ESnUIVz"L .
Investigation to locate ESQUIVEL is continuing .
Intensive investigation is continuing to locate and
interview XARIO RESENDIZ of Monclova who has not been located
to date .

Mr . GARCIA LUNA could furnish no information on
other guests occupying rooms on the same floor as OSSIALD
which would assist in their location .
On January 21, 1964, ALFONSO PER::Z PLIEGO, home
Toss Espana 304, Guadalajara, Jalis-, Aoxico, office
address Bolivar 8-401, Mexico City, was interviewed in
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